Introduction

Lebanon is a small country situated on the eastern border of the Mediterranean Sea. It is located in an area of never ending wars and conflict. It is also one of the leading middle eastern countries for medical tourism. The American University of Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC) is one of the biggest tertiary centers in the Middle East North Africa region. As a result, most of the major traumas that require microsurgical expertise, are referred to our center. The management of a patient presenting to us as a result of conflict is completely different from the management of a patient presenting for the same procedure, in a first world country. Hence, our region and country require Plastic Surgeons that are well trained in Reconstructive Microsurgery. In AUBMC, we aim to establish the first microsurgical training program in the region.

Medical care in Lebanon

In light of the political situation, the medical coverage and social security system in Lebanon is deficient. We rely mainly on multiple public organizations aided by several other complimentary organizations of the private sector [5]. Nevertheless, these public organization, have limited financial coverage with delays in the hospital reimbursement process. This is mainly due to the elevated cost of medical care in this country that parallels a ministry of health that has very minimal resources [6]. Private insurance companies are expensive and cover less than 7% of the total Lebanese population. These social coverages and insurance institutions represent a lobby of business-oriented personnel that have minimal professional conscience and medical deontology. As a Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeon specialized in Hand and Microsurgery, I have faced several situations that can be qualified as immoral. I was presented on several occasions with patients suffering from complete digital amputations requiring microvascular reimplantation but nevertheless were not covered by any insurance.

These patients preferred to lose their finger rather than re-implanting it based on the fact that the surgery is much more expensive than amputation. As a consequence of the economic and financial crises that Lebanon is currently facing, most of our population will have difficulty in affording the expenses of microsurgical procedure alongside the expenses of tertiary care centers. On the other hand, the financially stable and relatively rich
individuals coming from the Gulf countries and Iraq, some of which are Lebanese in origin, are able to afford the high-cost medical care and the expensive surgical procedures. This social injustice has strongly contributed to the formation of a chaotic sanitary and medical situation, preventing physicians across the country to become involved in highly specialized centers. In spite of this trend, operations requiring high levels of expertise and an advanced level of care, such as finger replantation surgeries and free-flaps, are still confined to tertiary referral centers such as the American University of Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC) which excels in giving adequate treatment and postoperative care to the patients involved. We encounter an average of 80 to 90 microsurgical procedures a year. Other university-affiliated centers might also perform these types of procedures; however, the frequency of these cases is clearly lower.

**Microsurgery in Lebanon**

As you already know, the practice of Reconstructive Microsurgery necessitates a long and tedious learning process, which includes the acquisition of the basic surgical principles encountered by rotating first in General Surgery and later on in Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. The acquisition of the correct skills and the ability to successfully perform these tedious and challenging operations relies on the surgical endowment of the surgeon and on his experience. Despite the fact that Reconstructive Microsurgery is the Michael Angelo of plastic surgery, allowing the repair of what an accident had destroyed or what a tumor had devoured, it is sad to say that the majority of the Plastic Surgeons in Lebanon have chosen to abandon Reconstructive and Microsurgery in favor of the more lucrative and less tedious Aesthetic Surgery. Actually, Lebanon contains very few microsurgeons; three of which are working at the American University of Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC). After twelve years of private surgical practice abroad in a specialized center in Hand and Reconstructive Microsurgery, I returned to my native country and joined AUBMC.

We subsequently created the “Hand and Microsurgery Unit”™ within the “Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery” division. As a result, we have already performed several microsurgical procedures to reconstruct defects on the face and extremities sustained by blast injuries. These injuries generated complex defect with composite loss of various amounts of tissues that resulted in anatomic deformities. Unfortunately, the majority of these cases are referred to us from the zones of conflicts that lie in our neighboring countries Syria and Iraq.

The particularity of these post-blast injuries, as compared to the classical traumatic lesions, resides in the fact that a bomb explosion entails several additional phenomena:

a) The shock sustained by the body due to shrapnel injuries is exacerbated by the kinetic effect of the fragments on the superficial and deep anatomic structures, in particular those within the crush and tear zones.

b) The thermal effect that is produced by the contact and passage of shrapnel through the tissues, causing soft tissue burns.

c) Finally, the blast waves produced by the explosion, particularly if in proximity to the body (Bomb Maker injuries), causes soft tissue loss [7].

Since different mechanisms of injury causes different types of tissue damage, it is fundamental to recognize the mechanism of injury. There is always a need for a complete physical examination of the different anatomic, neural and vascular structures that lies in proximity to the site of injury [8]. After going through the ABC’s of trauma and performing a physical exam, an extensive debridement should be done. From there on, multiple imaging modalities (CT angiogram or angiography) can be used to assess the patency of different vessels that we will eventually use as a nourishing pedicle for the free flap [9]. Moreover, most of the patients that present to us for microsurgical procedures are, as previously mentioned, from conflict areas. Hence, they present to us in the subacute or chronic phase of injury. Their early management, in their country of origin, consisted mainly of basic field resuscitations or primary care that lacks standard hygiene modalities. As a result, most of these poorly treated wounds are colonized or infected by multi-resistant organisms. As they present to us, local wound care and broad-spectrum antibiotics are advised until the status of the wound improves.

Once the wound is clean and started healing, a long and complex microsurgical reconstructive plan is initiated [10]. In addition to our surgical activity, our mission in Lebanon, and at the American University of Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC) in particular, is to supply the upcoming generations of plastic surgeons with the essential skills and expertise to become excellent microvascular surgeons. This is why we have initiated a microsurgical training course at our faculty of medicine. The aim of this course is to teach the basic techniques of the vascular microsurgical suturing alongside the different vascular anastomotic types that our residents will eventually need to know. We are also planning to start an advanced course in microsurgery. This course will deal with more advanced situations that the residents might encounter later on in their practice. in addition, our trainee will be able to perform free microvascular transfers on rats once our lab is finally equipped for these procedures.

**Conclusion**

With these small steps that we have taken, we have installed the building blocks of a successful hand and microsurgical program. Nevertheless, our mission will not stop here. A regional upper extremity and hand allotransplantation program is still missing. We are planning on laying the grounds for this program as well. All these actions should be completed in the near future in order to offer the best standard of care to both Lebanese and foreign patients presenting with these types of injuries. The journey is long, and our steps are dismal. Nevertheless, our hopes are high, aiming to establish a tertiary care and referral unit capable of assimilating a high load of patients with complex injuries, in this part of the world engaged in never ending wars.
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